STREAM DETAILS VOIP SETUP…
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
You have found the FAQ and SETUP tutorial for VOIP on CAM RADIO.
The requirements as you know it are:
(1) A WEBCAM setup on your streaming computer with a local dedicated IP Address. Preferably using CAT5e cable
connected directly to your Internet router using the Ethernet connection on your NIC or CPU main board.
(2) You must have router PORT FORWARDING set to BOTH protocols and your PORT open through your firewall.
(3) The STREAM PROGRAM (*Webcam7) should stream to your DDNS or Internet Global IP.
If your stream is active, you will be visible using the Cam Radio Info application. You may wish to have your stream
address added to one of the GROUP TICKERS or the PRIVATE GROUP PAGE.
The VOIP application we use is REM-AUD. This is a simple 4000 Hz streaming audio program written by DF3CB.
The Download URL is located here, or at our Downloads page. http://df3cb.com/remaud/
This is a primary Amateur Radio application used by Radio Operators to stream live or recorded voice audio over the
Internet. While it is not intended to be used as a chat application, it can be set up for playback of live voice using a USB
MICROPHONE such as the RockBand4, BC Master condenser, the Blue Snowball or any one of several inexpensive USB
units that are available on-line. Most all these units are uPnP.
REM-AUD uses TCP protocol and it can be set to both TCP and UDP protocols for this configuration.
The REM-AUD default audio port will be 4000, but you can use most any port that is open and not dedicated to
Windows applications. I have tested the program configuration on PORTS 4444 and 7800. I use 7995 for my SDRserver
control and 4444 for radio receiver audio playback.
REM-AUD can be used to deliver VOIP and PTT for REMOTE OPERATION of your home transceiver.
Let us continue…I assume you have downloaded the program and have installed it on your computer. There are two
ICONS which look identical but each represents a different application.
This is the CLIENT ICON. This starts your VOIP reception. We will set this up in just a few moments.
First we must configure the SERVER.
Note the YELLOW/BLUE shield. This is the “run as administrator” shield. This shield must appear inside
the icon image. You must execute REM-AUD as the administrator.
The REM-AUD server program should be configured first.
Start the program from your desktop.
The following screen appears: (see next page)
If you choose not to stream audio you may skip to the CLIENT SETUP and CONFIGURATION.

Here you see a rather simple window that does not take up
much space on your desktop.
Access to REMAUD Server is limited to registered users and is
PASSWORD protected as defined by the user. Server settings
are simple. More than one user can connect to the one server,
and you can open as many CLIENTS as needed. You can only
open one SERVER.
Server Settings:
The settings are available from the settings button located to the left of the “?” on the small Window as shown above.
Click on the SETTINGS BUTTON…
The Window appears as shown.
You will setup your USERS and a
common group “password”.
This PASSWORD should contain
8 characters using at least one
numerical character.
Example: nxxxxxxx (1234abcd)
Now set the USERS. You can
use CALL SIGNS, NICK NAMES or
ALPHA-NUMERICS. A good
example is John01, John02 and
Sarah01, Alice01. Pass these
names along to the users in your
WEBCAM GROUP. Click OK
Now prepare to set the SERVER.
The server window is displayed by clicking on the SERVER menu.
The PORT is automatically set to
4000. Check and verify that 4000
is available on your router.
I have tried several settings
4000, 4010, 4200, 4444 and
alike. They all work fine because
PORT FORWARDING both
protocols is not a problem. You
must be sure you set the PORT
LISTENING to ANY or the SAME
as outgoing PORT. You can leave
the Auto-Start button “checked”.
You will want to set your AUDIO
DEVICES so click on the MENU
and choose the WAV input
device that you will stream.

The information here is probably
not what you will see. The USB
MICROPHONE should be your
input device, that is unless you
are using the LINE-IN (blue) JACK
or the MIC-IN (red) jack on the
backplane of your mother board.
The other menu items are not important unless you are using the PTT control for some audio device or radio
transmitter. The Audio Buffers should be left at default and the Audio Codecs should be set to allow users to change
these as required on their end.
Testing the setup…
Yes you can test the settings locally, but first you will need to configure your CLIENT (audio player).
Make note of your SERVER SETTINGS. Go into your router and properly set the PORT FORWARD rules for REM-AUD.
Assign port 4000 to your local IP (192.168.1.nnn). Forward BOTH PROTOCOLS (TCP and UDP) to the port. Now set the
INCOMING PORT to ANY and be sure the “any port” is LISTENING ALLWAYS ON (default). What causes most problems
during the TEST PHASE…is the CLIENT cannot verify NAME and PASSWORD. You will know if the CLIENT cannot find the
SERVER.
Set up the Client and VOIP configuration…
This is rather easy, but remember, you must know the SERVER INTERNET IP or the DDNS you set for the STREAM. Your
Global IP is posted on the Cam Radio Home Page. You should note that if you have not already done so.
In the AUDIO CLIENT Window you see the settings button.
Click this as you did for the SERVER SETTINGS. The GENERAL
Menu is displayed as default.
The Window will look as displayed below. Unless you desire
to use the PTT on TRANSMIT feature, please un-check this
setting.
The other settings may remain.
The other MENU items include “Remote
Connections”, Audio devices and Codecs.
Audio Buffers (leave alone for now) and
the PTT configuration.
We will only deal with the “Remote
Connection” at this time. I will give you the URL
for the full set of documentation at the end of
this tutorial.

Setting the “Remote Connections” will be completed on the next page…

This is the “Remote Connections” Window…this is DEFAULT.
Now click on NEW HOST BUTTON…
You will generate a NEW HOST here…
Give the STREAM a HOST NAME…anything will do.
You can call it VOIPgroup or MYgroup…this is not
important, but is required each time you create a NEW HOST.
Now enter the URL (DDNS) or the GLOBAL IP of the stream
server you wish to hear. This would be the same as your IP if you
wish to TEST the configuration. You need a HOST NAME and
settings for each connection you want to use. Example: If you want
to listen to FRED you need FRED’s DNS or IP ADDRESS and the
PORT NUMBER that Fred streams on. Enter the PORT NUMBER, in
your case it will be 4000. Fred’s port may be 4100 or 4001, whatever. GROUP MEMBERS will be posted on the GROUP
PAGE where only the PORTS will be listed. Note: Each member in a VOIP GROUP must have their own dedicated PORT.
There will be a PORT conflict if the same PORT is used by two different members on different DNS or IP addresses.
Now enter the USERNAME and the PASSWORD as supplied for you by the STREAM MEMBER. Note that other members
can use your LOGIN, so try to keep this to yourself. I suggest all VOIP MEMBERS offer a GUEST account. Note: The
PASSWORD is a common string such as “ABCD1234”.
You can EDIT the HOST ACCOUNT any time after you have set the account and clicked OK to save.
Now test the service…start the SERVER. Now start the CLIENT, you should see your name POPUP next to the USERS
listing in the SERVER WINDOW. If you speak into your microphone, you should hear your voice (echo) as the VOIP travels
to your ISP and returns back to your router and to the CLIENT program. Generally about 3-5 mS delay. That should be
understood. If you have several users connected, you will need to open the CLIENT for that number of members. Each
VOIP MEMBER you add will be applied to the screen and the connection monitored there. The connection latency will be
displayed RED in the milliseconds on the lower RH corner of the Window. This displays the time required to travel voice
from server to server. If you are also streaming a WEBCAM this latency number will be increased.
For full documentation: http://df3cb.com/remaud/documentation/
Have any questions, use the CONTACT page on the Cam Radio Website.

